Quantitative tandem mass spectrometric imaging of endogenous acetyl-L-carnitine from piglet brain tissue using an internal standard.
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) based mass spectrometric imaging (MSI) is increasingly being used as an analytical tool to evaluate the molecular makeup of tissue samples. From the direct analysis of a tissue section, the physical integrity of sample is preserved; thus, spatial information of a compound's distribution may be determined. One limitation of the technique, however, has been the inability to determine the absolute concentration from a tissue sample. Here we report the development of a quantitative MSI technique in which the distribution of acetyl-L-carnitine (AC) in a piglet brain sample is quantified with MALDI MSI. An isotopically labeled internal standard was applied uniformly beneath the tissue section, and wide-isolation tandem mass spectrometry was performed. Normalizing the analyte ion signal by the internal standard ion signal resulted in significant improvements in MS images, signal reproducibility, and calibration curve linearity. From the improved MS images, the concentration of AC was determined and plotted producing a concentration-scaled image of the distribution of AC in the piglet brain section.